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Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) platforms facilitates the management of administrative and clinical functions such as claims processing, payment, and revenue generation. RCM is 

one of the fastest-growing healthcare segments and the industry has seen many Request For Proposals (RFPs) in the last couple of years. RCM technology providers are evaluated by 

their offerings, IT infrastructure and the technical support they provide. End-to-end, one-stop RCM solutions are becoming common and appeal to many revenue cycle managers as more 

providers try to consolidate RCM providers. Primarily the mid-office segments including medical billing and claims management are primarily driving growth in RCM outsourcing. To stand 

out in the RCM industry, service providers find technology investments to be indispensable for creating unique product offerings and are investing in strategic partnerships and acquisitions 

to augment their capabilities. Everest Group’s healthcare IT services research program evaluates the capabilities of RCM providers and their impact on the healthcare provider market.

In this research, we present an assessment and detailed profiles of 20 RCM technology providers featured on the Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) Platforms PEAK Matrix®

Assessment 2023. Each provider profile provides a comprehensive picture of its service focus, key Intellectual Property (IP) / solutions, domain investments, and case studies. The 

assessment is based on Everest Group’s annual RFI process for calendar year 2023, interactions with leading RCM technology providers, client reference checks, and an ongoing analysis 

of the RCM product market.

The full report includes the profiles of the following 20 leading RCM platform providers featured on the RCM products PEAK Matrix:

⚫ Leaders: Cognizant, Epic Systems, FinThrive, and Optum

⚫ Major Contenders: AGS Health, Athenahealth Inc, Conifer Health Solutions, Experian Health, Health Prime, Infinx, MEDITECH, Omega Healthcare, Oracle Cerner, R1 RCM, The SSI 

Group, LLC; Veradigm and Waystar

⚫ Aspirants: iMagnum Healthcare, NextGen Healthcare, and Waterlabs AI

Introduction

Geography Providers Vendor offering

Global Healthcare (providers, payers, 

health technology firms, and 

federal institutions)

Revenue cycle 

management platform

Scope of this report
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Provider 1 profile (page 1 of 5)

Overview

Company mission

Provider 1 vision is to foster a diverse and inclusive environment where every team member, regardless of 

their background, feels a sense of belonging. It aims to harness the power of this diversity to fuel innovation 

and creativity and gain a competitive edge through education, active listening, and collaboration.

Overview of the client base

Provider client base includes a ABC healthcare system, a US-based system of hospitals and professional 

centers, a leading nonprofit organization and health system, a leading direct healthcare company, a Catholic 

not-for-profit health system, and a not-for-profit community health system RCM revenue split by buyer size

Small (annual

revenue <US$1 billion)

Midsize (annual

revenue US$1-10 billion)

Large (annual

revenue >US$10 billion)

RCM revenue split by value chain coverage

Patient 

access

Medical 

billing

Claims 

management

A/R 

management

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Low (<10%) Medium (10-25%) High (>25%)

The Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) Platforms – Provider Compendium 2024 has 

20 provider profiles
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Provider 1 profile (page 2 of 5)

Case studies

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Case study 2 Enhanced patient and staff satisfaction by implementing provider solution

Business challenge

The client encountered business challenges related to inconsistent payment management processes and the 

need for staff to navigate multiple screens when handling intricate payment tools.

Solution

Provider introduced ABC to enhance the patient experience and addressed staff dissatisfaction with existing 

payment tools, offering a comprehensive business solution for improved billing and payment processes.

Impact

l Collected over US$4 million at the point of service

l Increased the realization of a payment exceeding US$7 million

l Achieved a boost in point-of-service payments by 30%

l Improved the collection rate by 92%

l Reduced inpatient call handle times

Case study 1
Transformed provider technology suite by streamlining payer processing and 

reducing costs

Business challenge

The client faced significant business challenges, including outdated processing technology at the 

clearinghouse, which could not accommodate its expanding network of hospitals. This resulted in an 

increased biller workload due to the need for manual processing of paper remits and extensive review of 

EOBs.

Solution

Provider 1 implemented a comprehensive technology suite to streamline payer processing and lower costs. 

This solution included various components such as claims management, integrated FISS, direct data entry, 

claims monitoring, coding compliance, electronic EOB conversion, remits management, and denial and 

appeal management.

Impact

l Attained a 99.9% clean claims rate

l Slashed staff hours by 38 per week

l Decreased A/R days with a smaller billing team

l Surpassed collection targets, processing over US$1 billion through payer remits in a year
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Provider 1 profile (page 3 of 5)

Offerings

Proprietary RCM products (representative list)

Product Details

Product 1 It utilizes predictive analytics and a team of expert auditors to identify and rectify incorrect and under-coded claims, as well as missing charges. It streamlines operations, saves time, and helps 

uncover additional revenue for businesses.

Product 2 It leverages predictive analytics and a team of expert auditors to detect and correct incorrect and under-coded claims, along with missing charges. This results in streamlined operations, time 

savings, and the discovery of additional revenue for businesses.

Product 3 It is an automated solution that systematically reviews all 278+ DRGs governed by ABC rules. It offers a comprehensive retrospective analysis for claims correction and underpayment 

detection, particularly for transfer DRGs, with minimal staff intervention.

Product 4 It is a coverage detection solution that provides automated active coverage confirmation for patients at any entry point, along with customizable dashboards and reports to enhance 

billing transparency.

Product 5 It streamlines the calculation of a patient's liability through automation, eliminating the need for manual intervention and enhancing the overall patient experience.

Product 6 It is a charity screening platform that offers a fair and standardized assessment for financial assistance to all patients, ensuring legal compliance and supporting hospitals in fulfilling their 

community benefit mission. This solution also aids hospitals in accurately categorizing patient accounts, reducing bad debt, and enhancing their financial assistance outreach, ultimately 

benefiting both hospitals and patients.

Product 7 It is a ABC solution that enhances performance upstream by providing actionable claim status notifications, error prevention, and trend reports.

NOT EXHAUSTIVE
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Provider 1 profile (page 4 of 5)

Recent developments

Key events (representative list)

Event name Type of event Details

Event 1 Acquisition It acquired Healan EngageSmart solution and a premier enterprise patient payment platform that helps to simplify healthcare payments for providers and patients.

Event 2 Announcement It announced its integration with anEHR platform to enhance payment accuracy, boost staff productivity, and enable healthcare providers to expedite 

revenue capture.

Event 3 Initiative It invested in ABC cloud-based platform that simplifies healthcare payments, allowing providers to prioritize patient care and community well-being with confidence.

Event 4 Partnership It partnered with ABCto deliver an advanced payment security solution for healthcare payments. It utilizes Bluefin's PCI-validated Point-to-Point Encryption (P2PE) solution and 

payment gateway integrated into Waystar's software.

NOT EXHAUSTIVE
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Provider 1 profile (page 5 of 5)

Technology solutions

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

RCM Value chain Functions

Patient access
Patient registration and 

scheduling 
Prior authorization Eligibility verification Patient pay estimation Patient dashboard

Medical billing
Clinical documentation 

improvement (CDI)

Medical coding & 

audit/compliance

Charge capture & 

audit/compliance
Claim scrubbing

Claims management Claims processing
Claims status 

monitoring
Payment posting Payment reconciliation

Predictive denial 

analytics
Denials management Appeals management

A/R management

Patient collections - A/R 

tracking, patient 

payment portals

Payer collections Recovery & bad debt Credit balance

Technology solution available Technology solution not available
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